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1. Welcome and Opening Remarks 

Mr. Pearson opened the meeting and welcomed participants.  
 
He thanked participants for contributing to the development of the agenda and for the time and effort 
made to attend the meeting.  He noted that the primary focus of the meeting is issues pertaining to 
regulatory harmonization but that some time would also be spent on new and emerging technologies 
that may have an impact on weights and dimensions issues. 

2. Round Table Introductions and Adoption of the Agenda 

Following round table introductions, Mr. Pearson drew attention to the agenda that had been 
circulated prior to the meeting.   
 
Mr. Robert (Transport Robert) suggested that additional discussion items for the agenda should be: 

- Status of electronic-on-board-recorder requirements  
- Availability of cabover tractors 
- Accommodating liquid natural gas fuel tanks on tractors 

 
With those additions, the agenda was adopted. 

3. Vehicle Weight and Dimension Regulations in Canada - Update on Issues and Developments  

Mr. Pearson reminded participants that the meeting provides an open forum for government and 
industry representatives to discuss issues pertaining to vehicle weight and dimension limits in 
Canada.  He acknowledged the important contributions made by all participants at the table.  He 
explained that, in most cases, decisions on proposals for changes in standards cannot be taken by the 
Task Force at the meeting and would require consideration and endorsement by each government 
individually and collectively by the Council of Deputy Ministers Responsible for Transportation and 
Highway Safety before being reflected in the national Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) on 
interprovincial vehicle weights and dimensions. 

a) National Developments 

Mr. Pearson provided a presentation (Attachment 2) with background on the Task Force and the 
MOU.  He noted that recent and current issues being discussed include: 

- Length and weight limit allowances to accommodate environmental and fuel efficiency 
technologies 

- Harmonization of special permit conditions for long combination vehicles 
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- Length allowances to accommodate “moose bumpers”  
- Operational considerations such as longer wheelbase tractors, specialized tractor 

configurations, roll-coupled hitches and new lift axle designs. 

b) Provincial and Territorial Developments  

In round table review the following reports were provided: 
 

Yukon 
Mr. Warkentin reported that Yukon had updated its overweight application process.  He noted that 
super loads over 120,000 kg require further analysis by the carrier, involving two applications. 
 
He also reported that a review of gross vehicle weights in various categories had been completed and 
resulted in some increased limits. 
 
Finally, Mr. Warkentin noted that Yukon is trying to work with Alaska on some weight and 
dimension issues but differences in bridge formulae are presenting challenges.  
 
Northwest Territories 
Mr. Beaulieu reported that LCVs (Rocky Mountain Doubles) can be operated in the Northwest 
Territories under permit.  He also noted that lift-axle systems are allowed by permit. 
 
He noted that construction of the Deh Cho Bridge is progressing with completion expected in 
November 2011.  He explained the bridge will provide a permanent crossing of the Mackenzie River, 
near Fort Providence, replacing the current ferry operations in that location. 
 
Mr. Beaulieu also drew attention to the 24 hour-a-day permitting centre that has been opened and two 
self-weigh stations that operate near Hay River and Fort Simpson. 
 
British Columbia 
Mr. Dennis provided an update on behalf of the Commercial Vehicle Safety and Enforcement Branch 
in British Columbia.  He reported on the introduction of the Premium Carrier Program in the 
province, which is intended to enhance road safety.   
 
He highlighted a western initiative to harmonize permitting conditions for LCVs.  He noted that 
Turnpike Doubles are restricted to multi-lane highways and the department is working to expand 
opportunities for such operations. 
 
Mr. Dennis also highlighted the Weigh2GoBC program, which enables commercial vehicles 
equipped with a transponder registered in BC to bypass weigh stations.  He said the program 
currently includes 600 registered vehicles.   
 
Mr. Monty highlighted developments in BC’s online permitting system.  He noted that the province is 
working towards harmonizing with its neighbours as much as possible. 
 
Mr. Shupe (Mullen Group) noted that the Weigh2GoBC program is similar to an Alberta program 
and he inquired if there is prospect of aligning them.  Mr. Dennis indicated that discussions are 
underway with Alberta regarding their respective premium carrier programs. 
 
Ms. Ritchie (Owner-operator’s Business Association) inquired about environmental incentive 
programs in BC.  Mr. Dennis indicated that the province has a variety of initiatives, including 
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Weigh2GoBC.  He said the BC Climate Action Secretariat drives change to achieve greenhouse gas 
emission reductions.  
 
Alberta 
Ms. Durdle reported that Alberta, British Columbia and Saskatchewan had signed an agreement for 
the New West Partnership, which is intended to reduce impediments to trade among the participating 
provinces. 
 
She noted the Province had introduced a permit for long wheelbase tractors. 
 
Ms. Durdle also noted that the Province is continuing to work on its permitting system.  She 
explained the intention is that a carrier will be able to have the Province issue a permit for operations 
on both provincial and municipal highways.  She indicated that it is hoped the program can be rolled 
out next year. 
 
Ms. Durdle noted that the Province is seeing an increase in intercity transportation operations by 
municipal buses. 
 
Saskatchewan 
Mr. Cipywnyk reported that vehicle weight and dimension regulations in the province have been 
updated and are now consistent with the MOU.  He also reported that tridem drive trucks and truck 
tractors have been introduced into regulation. 
 
He indicated that drawings and tables of weights and dimensions for vehicle configurations will be 
included as schedules in the regulations.  He explained the objective is to organize the information 
better to improve the clarity of the regulation and simplify its interpretation.  
 
Mr. Cipywnyk noted that, among others, changes made to the regulations: 

- allow the use of lift axles that auto-deploy 
- increase the allowable weight on single axles fitted with wide based single tires to 7,700 kg 

and on tandem axles fitted with wide based single tires to 15,400 kg on primary highways 
- allow the use of boat tails and exclude them from the determination of overall length, 

provided they do not protrude beyond 2 ft from the rear of the vehicle 
- exclude moose bumpers from the determination of overall vehicle length 
- expand the list of highways at which B‐trains can operate at 63,500 kg. 

 
Mr. Cipywnyk drew attention to the New West Partnership and noted a goal will be to establish the 
same or similar rules for carriers operating among the three western provinces.    He also noted that 
changes to permitting policy are intended to reduce impediments to carriers in Saskatchewan.  He 
indicated this includes relaxing conditions for loads that were previously restricted to daytime 
movement in the province.   
 
Mr. Shupe inquired if consideration was being given to allowing tridem drive trucks and truck 
tractors to tow pup trailers.  Mr. Cipywnyk noted there are vehicle dynamic issues associated with 
such configurations.  He indicated that work is being done to determine if manufacturers can meet 
necessary performance thresholds.  
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Manitoba 
Mr. Brown reported that the Province is currently reviewing its permit policy.  He noted that 
Saskatchewan and Manitoba have committed to harmonize and cooperate on enforcement as much as 
possible. 
 
Mr. Brown also reported that the Province is conducting research into its spring load restriction 
program.  He explained that the weight restrictions are currently based on fixed calendar dates but 
that it would be desirable to have an empirical basis for the restrictions that would ensure the 
protection of the infrastructure while recognizing carriers’ needs.   
 
Mr. Dolyniuk (Manitoba Trucking Association) inquired if consideration had been given to 
permitting tridem drive configurations.  Mr. Brown noted that is part of the permit policy review. 
 
Mr. Dolyniuk noted that Manitoba is currently the only province that does not allow 63,500 kg 
weights on B-trains.  Mr. Brown indicated that engineers are assessing the limit. 
 
Ontario 
Mr. Madill reported that Ontario’s Open for Business bill had recently passed into law.  As part of the 
bill, amendments had been made to the Highway Traffic Act which brought Ontario’s regulations up 
to date with the national MOU. 
 
Mr. Madill also reported on Ontario’s vehicle weights and dimensions reform project.  With respect 
to Phases 1 and 2, he noted that some grandfathering will come to an end this year, although non-
compliant vehicles can continue to operate at reduced weights.  He added that for vehicles addressed 
in Phase 2, permits will be available to extend some grandfathering.   
 
Mr. Madill reported that the final fourth phase of the project, which deals with straight trucks, 
recreational vehicles and some specialty vehicles, will be completed in the coming weeks.  He noted 
the effective date is July 1, 2011 and vehicles built after that date must meet the standards of the Safe, 
Productive, Infrastructure-Friendly vehicles (SPIF) program.   
 
Québec: 
Mr. Corbin reported that, last summer, the Province reduced the cost of special permits for the use of 
wide-based single tires.  He reminded participants that Quebec permits the operation of vehicles 
equipped with those tires at loads equivalent to vehicles equipped with dual tires. 
 
Mr. Corbin also reported that ongoing work to amend the provincial regulation will be complete 
soon.  He indicated the amendments will eliminate a number of special permits by integrating into 
regulation:  

- B-trains;  
- Quad axle semi-trailers; 
- Wide-based single tires.  
 

Mr. Corbin also noted that the amended regulation will reflect the latest changes in the national MOU 
and recent agreements reached between Quebec and Ontario.  He suggested that regulation document 
would be issued for consultation purposes early in 2011 with enforcement expected before the end of 
that year. 
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New Brunswick 
Mr. Goguen reported that in September 2010 a number of amendments had been made to New 
Brunswick’s regulations.  He noted these amendments: 

- Incorporated quad axle semi-trailer configurations 
- Incorporated pony-trailer configurations 
- Addressed the lengths of A-, B- and C-trains 

o 25 m is acceptable on all roads in the Province as long as the gross vehicle weight 
rating is respected 

 
Mr. Goguen noted that as a result of recent amendments, the need for 1700 permits each year would 
be eliminated.  
 
Mr. Goguen indicated that permits continue to be required to operate vehicles fitted with wide base 
single tires.   
 
He reported that weight limits on B-trains had been increased to 63,500 kg and the requirement for 
high-mounted brake lights on LCV’s  had been eliminated. 

 
He also reported that New Brunswick and Nova Scotia are working towards regional permitting, that 
would eventually also include Prince Edward Island and Newfoundland and Labrador, for oversize 
loads. 
  
In other developments, Mr. Goguen noted that work continues to complete the twinning of Route 1, 
and planning for twinning Routes 85 and 11 is underway.    
 
Nova Scotia 
Mr. Balsom reported that Nova Scotia has amended its regulations to remove the sunset clauses on 
several grandfathered configurations (model year 2002 and earlier) in order to allow those 
configurations to continue operating. He also reported that amendments made to reflect the Atlantic 
MOU included the addition of wide spread tandem steer trucks and quad axle semi-trailers.   
 
He indicated that a new weigh-in-motion site is operational outbound from Halifax. 
 
Mr. Balsom also reported that a major rewrite of the Province’s Motor Vehicle Act is under way.  He 
explained the intention will be to modernize it and make it easier to understand.  
 
Prince Edward Island 
Mr. MacEwen reported that the Province had recently proclaimed amendments to its regulations that: 

- Amended four definitions to reflect modern equipment 
- Removed the age limitation for front axle rating upgrades 
- Removed sunset expiry dates for certain trailer configurations 
- Removed A-, B-, and C-train route restrictions so these vehicles can be operated on any 

route in the Province 
- Made allowance for long wheelbase tractors towing trailers with decreased wheelbase and 

included the trailer wheelbase table in the regulation 
- Amended axle spread dimensions for tandem steer axles to reflect modern configurations 

 
Mr. MacEwen reported that the Province had also implemented the allowance of self-steering quad 
axle trailers by permit for the conveyance of dry bulk products, liquid bulk products and specific raw 
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forest products.  He noted this process involves special conditions, similar to the other Maritime 
jurisdictions. 
 
In other developments, Mr. MacEwen noted that the Province had just completed an aggressive 
highway improvement project, including the construction of six roundabouts.  He suggested these will 
improve road safety significantly at the four locations on major highways and two within the City of 
Charlottetown. 
 
Finally, Mr. MacEwen reported that the Province is in the midst of a major highway re-design 
construction project in the Borden-Carleton area.  He added that the project will include the installation 
of weigh-in-motion technology to monitor truck traffic with the objective of having a high percentage 
of trucks being allowed to pass the weigh station without stopping. 
  
Newfoundland and Labrador 
Mr. Murray reported that the Province will introduce changes to its vehicle regulations in the coming 
months.  He indicated the changes will: 

- Increase spacing on twin steer trucks from 1.85 m to 2.2 m 
- Increase spacing on tridem axle pony trailers from 2.4 m to 3.7 m 
- Increase wheelbase on semi-trailer configurations to 7.2 m from the current 6.2 m 
- Amend the definition of “tridem equivalent axle” to allow for the liftable axle to be located at 

a place other than in the first axle location and to allow for more than one liftable axle 
 
Mr. Murray also indicated the Province will consider implementing a 225 kg weight allowance on the 
steering axle of trucks equipped with auxiliary power units. 
 
He indicated that the province has four operational weigh-in-motion sites; two in eastern 
Newfoundland and Labrador, one at the port of entry and one on Route 430, the Northern Peninsula.  
He added that the sites are currently being used for data gathering and to determine trends that can be 
used to focus enforcement efforts.  He remarked that prosecution action will not be considered from 
WIM data at this time. 
 
Mr. Murray reported that in October 2010 the Province’s Highway Traffic Act legislation that bans 
the use of cell phones was expanded to prohibit texting and the use of hand held electronic devices 
while driving. 
 
Mr. Murray noted there are no plans to permit LCVs in the Province as the nature of the highway 
system presents some challenges with respect to the operation of such vehicles. 
 
Transport Canada 
Mr. Harbour noted that Transport Canada staff is reviewing the greenhouse gas emission regulations 
that are being developed by Environment Canada.  He suggested the regulations will closely mirror 
US regulations and an assessment is being made to determine if there will be major implications for 
trucks in Canada.  He invited stakeholders to contact him if concerns exist. 
 
At the conclusion of the provincial and territorial updates, Mr. Sokil (Sokil Express Lines) remarked 
that permits should be carrier-specific rather than vehicle specific, which could eliminate the needs 
for thousands of permits each year. 
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4. Long Combination Vehicle Operations – Provincial Updates 

In round table review, the following updates were provided. 
 
Nova Scotia 
Mr. Balsom reported that Nova Scotia is in the second year of its LCV program.  He noted that seven 
carriers operate between New Brunswick and Halifax, with each carrier able to make up to three trips 
per day.  He indicated the program had been a success so far, conditions are being reviewed and 
opportunities to expand the program in the future would be explored.   
 
Mr. Balsom added that the Atlantic Provinces are working towards harmonizing LCV permit 
conditions. 
 
New Brunswick 
Mr. Goguen reported that New Brunswick’s LCV program is open with five carriers operating on a 
number of routes in the province.  He indicated that the requirement for high-mounted brake lights 
had been removed and that allowable gross vehicle weights had been increased to 63,500 kg. 
 
Québec 
Mr. Corbin noted that LCVs had been permitted in Quebec for 30 years and that the Province is 
awaiting the results of Ontario’s LCV project to discuss harmonization. 
 
Ontario 
Mr. Madill noted that Ontario’s LCV project had been launched in August 2009 and that operations 
are shut down through December, January and February.  He reported that 39 carriers have been 
issued two permits each and that more than 20,000 LCV trips totaling more than 6 million km have 
been made.  He suggested that the program conditions in place appear generally satisfactory.  Mr. 
Madill said that LCV operations will resume on March 1, 2011 and that a decision on the scope of 
operations in the spring had not yet been made. 
 
Manitoba 
Mr. Brown reported that Manitoba had conducted a LCV pilot project which permitted Turnpike 
Doubles on the Trans Canada Highway during summer months.  He noted that a report on the pilot 
project is expected in February 2011. 
 
Saskatchewan 
Mr. Cipywnyk reported that Saskatchewan has resolved carrier eligibility to operate Rocky Mountain 
Doubles and Triples.  He indicated that 50 carriers are in the program, which has been a success.   
 
Mr. Cipywnyk also reported that the Western Provinces are working together to harmonize LCV 
operations. 
 
Alberta 
Ms. Durdle noted that a committee of government and industry representatives has been formed that 
discusses LCV permit conditions in the Province.   
 
She noted that the work was being undertaken to evaluate the implications and acceptability of a 40.7 
m overall length limit on Turnpike Doubles. 
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British Columbia 
Mr. Dennis noted that LCV trials had been underway in the last year to assess their feasibility in the 
Province.  He noted that specific routes had been designated and an emphasis placed on driver 
certification.  He suggested that questions remained about the potential uptake by carriers. 
 
Northwest Territories 
Mr. Beaulieu reported that Rocky Mountain Doubles up to 31 m in length with a gross vehicle 
weight of 63,500 kg are permitted in the Territory. 
 
In discussion following the round table updates, Mr. Dolyniuk expressed disappointment in the slow 
pace at which harmonization is progressing in the west.  He highlighted a number of issues of 
concern to the industry, including the maximum overall length of Turnpikes as well as carrier 
eligibility. 
 
With respect to carrier eligibility, Mr. Dolyniuk suggested that some jurisdictions are making 
unilateral decisions which are not consistent with the intent of the MOU.  He further suggested that 
Alberta’s requirement that carriers hold a satisfactory NSC rating is unnecessary and prejudicial.  He 
remarked that different jurisdictions may measure carriers’ safety performance against different 
criteria, which he suggested is inequitable.  Mr. Dolyniuk expressed support for eligibility criteria in 
principle but that the criteria need to be established and applied fairly and equitably by all 
jurisdictions. 
 
Ms. Durdle remarked that the NSC audit is an indication of a carrier’s commitment to safety.  She 
added that staff will work with carriers on the audit and to correct deficiencies.  She observed that 
there have been few carriers that cannot meet the requirement and that any carriers with significant 
concerns are welcome to discuss them with the Province. 

5. Weight Limits for Buses and Motor Coaches 

Mr. Carroll (Motor Coach Canada) provided a presentation (Attachment 3) identifying issues with 
weight limits for Category 8 vehicles (inter-city buses) in the MOU.  He suggested that the limits 
have not kept pace with developments in the industry and that the addition of onboard safety and 
comfort devices have increased tare weights on axles such that there is little room for payload.  He 
remarked that most fully-loaded motor coaches in Canada, and those visiting Canada from the US, 
exceed MOU weight limits.   
 
Mr. Carroll suggested that the MOU should be updated in this regard and that grandfathering should 
be established for existing coaches.  He also suggested that manufacturers would appreciate guidance 
about reasonable average passenger and baggage weights. 
 
Mr. Murray inquired if manufacturers’ specifications are being exceeded as well as MOU limits but 
Mr. Carroll suggested that is unlikely. 
 
Mr. Goguen suggested that the use of true tandem rear axle coaches would help resolve the weight 
problem.  He noted that excessive vehicle weights cause pavement damage and that frequent 
pavement rehabilitation is not environmentally friendly.  Mr. Goguen also observed that under 
permit in New Brunswick, motor coaches could haul pony trailers to carry cargo. 
 
Mr. Dulac (Prevost) noted that buses manufactured with tandem rear axles would have reduced 
wheelbase and reduced carrying capacity.  He noted that manufacturers are looking for ways to 
balance weight and are considering the use of bigger tires. 
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Mr. Dolyniuk observed that commercial vehicles are not allowed to carry the weights being 
requested for motor coaches. 
 
It was noted that the US exempts interstate motor coaches from weight limits.  
 
Mr. Madill reported that Ontario is removing the 2:1 required ratio for weight distribution on the tag 
axle and will treat them as a two-axle group.       

6. Environmental Initiatives and Developments 

a) Transportation Working Group on Energy Efficiency: Overview Presentation 

Ms. Tuthill (Natural Resources Canada) provided a presentation (Attachment 4) highlighting project 
work about technologies that could provide energy savings.  She noted that a project is in progress to 
develop a platform for a labeling and consumer information program for energy-efficient heavy-duty 
dual truck tires.  She also noted that projects on the following topics had been completed: 

- Aerodynamics best practices purchasing guide, 
- Idle-reduction program design guide, 
- Long-combination vehicles. 

 
Mr. Robert expressed concerns that Canadian federal agencies will adopt US approaches to 
environmental initiatives without adequate research and analysis.  He recommended that more 
consideration be given to European approaches and fuel efficient vehicles.  
 
Ms. Ritchie noted that the idle-reduction program design guide had been shared with provincial 
jurisdictions.  She emphasized that energy, environment and transportation departments within the 
jurisdictions should all be in contact with the Natural Resources Canada Working Group. 
 
Mr. Albrechsten (Paul’s Hauling Ltd.) noted that truck weights increase with the addition of 
environmental and fuel-efficient technologies and he inquired if there would be incentives for carriers 
to compensate for the reduction in payload capacity that they experience as a result.  Ms. Tuthill said 
she could not speak to issues relating to vehicle weights and dimensions limits but suggested the 
technologies she had discussed would not increase truck weights very much. 

b) Research on Safety Implications of Longer Boat Tails on Trailers 

Mr. Davis (Transport Canada) provided a presentation (Attachment 5) about possible options to allow 
the installation and use of longer boat tails in Canada, in light of research conducted by the National 
Research Council.   
 
In discussion following the presentation, Mr. Wood (Canadian Trucking Alliance) drew attention to 
the option of amending the rear clearance zone such that a boat tail no longer than 121 cm with more 
than 1,740 mm of ground clearance over the last 30 cm would be permissible.  He inquired if 
provinces and territories would consider implementing that option or if additional research is needed 
before longer boat tails can be used in Canada. 
 
Mr. Madill inquired about the feasibility of a rear clearance zone 1100 mm from the ground 1740 mm 
out.  Mr. Smith (ATDynamics) suggested that current commercial devices would fall just outside that 
envelope. 
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Participants discussed the aerodynamic benefits, safety and enforcement considerations associated 
with options for longer boat tails in Canada. Mr. Pearson inquired if it is a pressing issue for industry 
to be able to install and use longer boat tails such that the provincial and territorial task force 
members should be giving it priority in their deliberations.  Mr. Wood stated that it is a priority issue 
for carriers in Canada. 

c) On-road Safety and Fuel Efficiency Data for Commercial Boat Tail Technology 

Mr. Smith provided a presentation regarding developments in boat tail technology and recent on-road 
testing.    
 
d) Truck Fuel Efficiency Testing – Overview of Results 
Mr. Michaelsen (FPInnovations) provided a presentation (Attachment 6) about fuel efficiency 
research being conducted through FPInnovations’ pooled fund projects.  He also highlighted a 
proposed project that would study the relationship between road roughness, fuel consumption and 
vehicle maintenance and invited participants to provide feedback or to consider becoming a study 
partner. 
 
Mr. Billing remarked that the National Research Council had conducted a study similar to that 
proposed by FPInnovations.  He noted that challenges would exist in finding suitable test sites. 
 
Mr. Robert remarked on the importance of collaboration between stakeholders and the need for 
encouragement in the industry to make technological advances.  He observed that it takes twenty 
years to fully replace a fleet, which makes it very important to make good investment decisions now.  

e) Wide Base Single Tires: Updates and Development 

Mr. Beauchamp (Michelin Canada) provided a presentation (Attachment 7) reviewing the status of 
wide base single tires in Canada.  
 
Mr. Albrechsten inquired about the performance of the tires with respect to winter traction and where 
pavement rutting exists.  Mr. Beauchamp indicated there had been no issues to date and that 
experiences have been positive wherever the tires have been used. 
 
Mr. Sokil inquired about weight limits allowed in the US on wide base single tires.  Mr. Beauchamp 
reported that the US imposes no weight restriction on axles fitted with these tires. 

i. Track width requirements for axles fitted with single tires 
Mr. Pearson noted that all provinces and territories have taken steps to allow the use of wide base 
single tires and that track width issues have been addressed in regulation or by permit. Mr. Wood 
asked that a summary of track width requirements by province and territory be provided 
following the meeting. Action: Secretariat 
 
Mr. Robert recommended that Canadian trucks using wide base single tires be allowed to carry 
the same weights as in the US.  Mr. Pearson confirmed that is the case, except in the Northwest 
Territories, for single and tandem axles. 
 
Mr. Robert also recommended that consideration be given to weights allowed on tridem axles 
fitted with wide base single tires.  Mr. Bond (Manitoulin Transport) added that it is a problem for 
fleets operating in provinces where the tires are not allowed on tridem axles.  Mr. Dolyniuk 
suggested that an advantage is being given to American competitors and that the provinces and 
territories should review the status of wide base single tire conditions. 
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f) New technologies to reduce idling 

Mr. Smith (Climacab) provided a presentation (Attachment 8) about climate control and idle 
reduction technologies. 

g) Weight allowances for APUs and Emissions Equipment 

Mr. Pearson remarked that in recent years, the Task Force had received requests for weight 
allowances for auxiliary power units and emission-reduction equipment.   
 
It was noted that British Columbia has granted an additional weight tolerance up to 225 kg for APUs 
installed on truck tractors and straight trucks.   
 
It was also noted that the Atlantic Provinces are considering granting a similar weight allowance.   
 
No other updates were provided. 
    

7. Vehicle Stability and Control Developments and Issues 

a) Safety concerns with roll-coupled trailers 

Mr. Abel (Premier Manufacturing Company) drew attention to a report about safety concerns with 
roll-coupled trailers that had been circulated in advance of the meeting and he provided a summary 
presentation (Attachment 9). 
 

In concluding his  presentation, Mr. Abel suggested that the load transfer ratio should not be used as a 
non roll-coupled performance measure, that electronic roll-stability has become proven technology, 
that roll-coupling does not substantially improve driver feedback and that increased weight 
allowances should not be granted for roll-coupled vehicles.  

b) Vehicle roll-coupled pony trailers update 

Mr. Amlin (Wolf Trailer Company) provided a presentation (Attachment 10) describing safety 
concerns with non-roll-coupled trailer configurations and updating participants on research and 
development with respect to roll-coupling devices. 
 
In concluding his presentation, Mr. Amlin suggested that roll-coupling technology makes it possible 
to meet the load transfer ratio performance standard while being more productive.  He highlighted the 
ongoing collaboration with Western Provinces to develop a definition of roll-coupling such that it can 
be added to the reference section of the MOU.  He also expressed support for initiatives to implement 
roll-coupling in other provincial jurisdictions.    

c) Perspectives on vehicle stability and safety performance 

Mr. Woodrooffe (University of Michigan Transportation Research Institute) provided a presentation 
(Attachment 11) describing the relationship between human factors, policy and technology in 
transport efficiency and safety.  He highlighted the 1986 weights and dimensions study that had 
considered infrastructure, vehicle design, safety analysis and productivity to improve transport 
efficiency that had resulted in the first vehicle performance measures.  He emphasized the importance 
of science-based size and weight policy in Canada and remarked that those are the controlling 
mechanisms through which safety and economy can be improved while minimizing environmental 
impacts.    
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In discussion following the presentations, Mr. Billing observed that the 1986 dimensional study had 
identified the loads at which vehicles could become unstable.  He commended the study and the 
process which had led to the first MOU.  He remarked that since then, nothing had changed the belief 
in the principles or the laws of physics upon which the performance based measures were developed.   

8. Floats and Double Drop Trailers 

Mr. Dolyniuk recalled discussions from the previous year and the request from industry stakeholders 
that provinces and territories address double drop and low bed trailers.  Mr. Pearson noted that Task 
Force members had discussed the request and, although there was not consensus about addressing the 
issue in regulation, jurisdictions would make accommodations through permits. 

9. Tractor Wheelbase Limits 

Mr. Wood drew attention to a submission from the Canadian Trucking Alliance, which had been 
circulated in advance, requesting amendments to the national MOU as follows: 

- To extend the overall combination length for B-trains in order to incorporate a tractor with a  
wheelbase up to 6.2 m, to accommodate a sleeper berth and other equipment. 

- To extend the maximum allowable tractor wheelbase for a tractor semi-trailer configuration 
from the current 6.2 m to 7.2 m.  The extension of the tractor wheelbase should follow 
provincial permitting systems for extended tractor wheelbases, whereby as the tractor 
wheelbase increases, the trailer wheelbase decreases. 

 
Mr. Pearson also noted that Kenworth Canada had also provided information related to this issue that 
had been circulated to participants in advance of the meeting. 
 
Mr. Cipywnyk acknowledged this has been an issue for carriers in Saskatchewan, who had asked for 
12 to 24 inches in overall length to allow leeway in tractor design to accommodate second fuel tanks. 
 
Mr. Robert noted that using liquid natural gas fuel will require carriers to have the longest tank 
possible to travel distances and he supported the recommendation regarding longer tractor wheelbase 
limits. 
 
Mr. Pearson noted that passing requirements and striping on the highway system are based on 
existing length limits.  He observed that longer trucks would have implications for geometric design 
and marking of the highway system. 
 
Mr. Dolyniuk remarked that it may be time to review existing road design standards so that new 
technology can be accommodated.  Mr. Billing suggested that drivers interpret striping more 
conservatively than designed.  
 
Mr. Madill expressed caution about recommending longer tractor wheelbases at this time.  He noted 
that Ontario’s LCV program is in its early stages and could be undermined if politicians face requests 
for longer tractors.  He recommended that more fulsome analysis be conducted about the impacts, 
enforcements considerations and costs associated with allowing longer trucks.   

10. Lift Axle Developments 

Mr. Muntean (Haldex Brake Products) provided a presentation about developments in lift axle 
technologies.   
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Participants discussed the impact on vehicle dimensions that can occur when axles are lifted.  It was 
noted that other regulations must still be respected when axles are lifted as vehicles must be 
compliant at all times.   

11. High Mounted Amber Signal Lights 

Mr. Ruediger (Truck-Lite Company) provided a presentation about high-mounted amber signal 
lights. 
 
Mr. Seeley (Sunbury Transportation) observed that the lights are very effective and he recommended 
participants consider their adoption. 
 
Mr. Robert remarked that products exist that can be installed on the rear of trucks so that drivers can 
determine if their rear lights are operating.  He suggested that government representatives consider 
recognizing these as safety devices and not including them in the measurement of trailer width.  

12. Overdimensional and Overweight Special Permits 

There was no discussion of this item. 

13. Development in the Pilot Car/Escort Vehicle Sector 

Mr. Pearson read notes provided by Ms. Murray (Sparrow Piloting) as follows: 
- Thanks to Quebec and Northwest Territories for assistance providing information on oversize 

regulations and pilot vehicle requirements 
- Alberta continues to do well in the area of enforcement of their pilot regulations.   
- Saskatchewan has been making a number of changes.  As of November, several travel times 

have been expanded for oversize loads.  Enforcement of current pilot vehicle regulations has 
been increasing.   

- The third edition of the guide book “Canada Oversize Regulations and Pilot Car Directory” is 
being assembled.   

- There is currently no requirement for training as a pilot operator in Canada but several 
courses are available 

 
Ms. Murray posed questions to individual jurisdictions as follows: 

- Is Manitoba moving to allow pilot companies registered or licensed in the province to use the 
“Oversize Load” inserts in their signs? Mr. Brown noted that the Province is aware of the 
issue.  He added that permitting policy is being reviewed, including pilot cars and he is 
hopeful that pilot car and escort vehicle policies can be harmonized with the US.  

 
- Will oversize load and pilot operators in Ontario be ticketed for using CB radios? Mr. Madill 

indicated he would follow up. 
 

- Does BC allow pilot companies to use oversize load signs with smaller lettering? Mr. Dennis 
indicated that is addressed in the policy manual, and offered to follow up after the meeting. 

 
- Does BC require a pilot to have a flagging certificate to enter the province with an oversize 

load? Mr. Dennis indicated he would follow up. 
 
Mr. Robert remarked that there is confusion about escort vehicle requirements across the provinces. 
He urged government representatives to work together to harmonize requirements with respect to 
escort vehicles and pilot operator training. 
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Mr. Delaney (Petroleum Services Association of Canada) expressed frustration that harmonization 
has not been achieved.  He suggested that if provinces cannot justify differences in requirements 
then they should resolve those differences as soon as possible.   

14. Logging Industry: Industry/Government Cooperative Mechanism in Alberta 

Mr. Sinnett (FPInnovations) provided a presentation (Attachment 12) about the government/industry 
Transportation Committee in Alberta, its mandate and accomplishments. 

15. Cargo Securement Regulations 

a) Amendments to NSC Standard 10 

Mr. Pearson provided a presentation (Attachment 13) about amendments to the National Safety Code 
Standard 10 that were approved by the Council of Ministers in late September.  He explained that 
Provinces and Territories are preparing for regulatory changes and that an implementation plan is 
under development by the Canadian Council of Motor Transport Administrators (CCMTA).    
 
As Vice Chair of the CCMTA Standing Committee on Compliance and Regulatory Affairs (CRA), 
Mr. MacEwen noted there has been considerable discussion regarding the enforcement of unmarked 
tie-downs that are used over and above required tie-downs.  He said that required tie-downs must be 
rated and marked and suggested that tie-downs in excess of the requirements need not be marked.  
 
Mr. Wood emphasized the need for an updated Interpretation Guide.  He added that carriers need 
answers soon, especially with respect to bungee cords.   
 
Mr. Dolyniuk suggested that a forum is needed, like the meetings about vehicle weights and 
dimensions, for discussion of cargo securement issues.  Mr. Pearson noted that that public 
consultation is understood to be very important.   
 
Mr. Pearson remarked that there has been an understanding with the US Federal Motor Carrier Safety 
Administration that meetings of the Commercial Vehicle Safety Alliance should alternate between 
Canada and the US.  He added that efforts have been made to have the fall Task Force meeting held 
in conjunction with CVSA meetings. 
 
Mr. Sokil inquired if standards require cargo be secured with two tie-downs rated at 3,000 lbs each, if 
it is acceptable to use instead four tie-downs rated at 2,000 lbs each.  Mr. Pearson suggested that is 
acceptable in most cases if the aggregate strength of the tie-downs exceeds the minimum 
requirements.  He added that, however, some commodities must the secured with tie-downs that each 
have a minimum strength.  Mr. Pearson noted that such issues could be raised at the CCMTA CRA 
committee.   
 
In closing, Mr. Pearson said that on January 1, 2011 full compliance is required with respect to the 
amendment about marked and rated tie-downs.  He reiterated that CCMTA is developing a strategy 
for the implementation of the other recent amendments.   

16. Other Business 

Mr. Robert raised a question about the status of electronic-on-board recorders in Canada.  Mr. 
MacEwen noted that issues related to EOBRs are addressed at the CCMTA. 
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17. Next Meeting 

It was noted that the next meeting would be convened in one year at a location to be determined.     

18. Adjournment  

In closing, Mr. Pearson thanked participants for their contributions to a productive meeting.  He 
acknowledged Mr. Seeley who had assisted greatly with the development of the agenda.   
 
He acknowledged Mr. Madill who would be retiring before the next annual meeting. Mr. Pearson 
thanked Mr. Madill for his hard work and dedication to the Task Force and to vehicle weights and 
dimensions issues over the years. 
 
There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned. 

 
Prepared by:  Sarah Wells 
Date:    December 9, 2010 
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Attachment 1: 
 

Task Force on Vehicle Weights and Dimensions Policy 
Meeting – November 22-23, 2010 Toronto 

Name Affiliation Phone e-mail 
Koel Abel Premier Manufacturing 503-234-9202 koela@premier-mfg.com  
John Erik Albrechsten Paul’s Hauling Ltd. 204-631-4505 jea@phl.ca  
Eric Amlin Wolf Trailer 604-943-7794 e-kamlin@telus.net  
Bob Ballantyne CITA 613-599-8993 ballantyne@bellnet.ca  
Michael Balsom Nova Scotia Transportation and 

Infrastructure Renewal  
902-441-9405 balsommg@gov.ns.ca  

François Beauchamp Michelin Canada 514-915-2587 Francois.beauchamp@ca.michelin.com  
Harris Beaulieu Northwest Territories Department of 

Transportation 
867-920-8015 Harris_beaulieu@gov.nt.ca  

John R. Billing Consultant 416-499-3202 Jrbilling@sympatico.ca 
Christian Boilu Manac Inc. 418-228-2018 Christian.boilu@manac.ca  
Greg Bond Manitoulin Transport 705-222-1904 gbond@manitoulintransport.com  
Normand Bourque QTA 514-932-0377 Nbourque@carrefour-acq.org  
Todd Bourque Haldex Ltd. 506-381-6802 Todd.bourque@haldex.com  
Tim Brown Manitoba Infrastructure and 

Transportation 
204-945-7863 Tim.brown@gov.mb.ca  

David Carroll Motor Coach Canada 416-229-6622 dave@motorcoachcanada.com  
David Church Forest Products Association of 

Canada 
613-563-1441 dchurch@fpac.ca  

Andrew Cipywnyk Saskatchewan Highways and 
Infrastructure 

306-787-6998 andrew.cipywnyk@gov.sk.ca 

Gervais Corbin Transports Québec 418-644-5593 Gervais.corbin@mtq.gouv.qc.ca 
Alfonso Corredor Ontario Ministry of Transportation 416-585-7192 Alfonso.corredor@ontario.ca  
Dan Davis Transport Canada 613-998-1956 Dan.davis@tc.gc.ca  
Patrick Delaney Petroleum Services Association  403-781-7384 pdelaney@psac.ca  
Perry Dennis BC Transportation and Infrastructure 250-953-4024 perry.dennis@gov.bc.ca   
Jim Devlin Coach Canada  705-875-1116 Jim.devlin@coachcanada.com  
Bob Dolyniuk MTA 204-632-6600 bobd@trucking.mb.ca  
Alain Dulac Prevost 418-883-2888 Alain.dulac@volvo.com  
Kim Durdle Alberta Transportation 403-340-5189 Kim.durdle@gov.ab.ca  
Robert Fasnacht Volvo Trucks 336-392-9153 Robert.fasnacht@volvo.com  
Randy Fleming Volvo Trucks Canada 289-998-0021 Randy.fleming@volvo.com  
Chantelle Gergley BC Transportation and Infrastructure 250-784-2229 Chantelle.gergley@gov.bc.ca  
Denis Goguen New Brunswick Department of 

Transportation 
506-444-5814 Denis.goguen@gnb.ca  

Gary Greer SAF-Holland 519-532-2491 Gary.greer@safholland.com  
Paul Grycko Premier Manufacturing 503-234-9202 paulg@premier-mfg.com  
Bill Harbour Transport Canada 613-998-1907 william.harbour@tc.gc.ca   
Kelly Kennedy Kenworth Canada 416-432-4869 Kelly.kennedy@paccar.com  
John Kinsey Peerless Limited 250-809-7171 jkinsey@peerless.ca  
Peter Koltun Tembec 416-775-2818 Peter.koltun@tembec.com  
Gord Law Ride-Air Controls 905-565-0768 Gord.law@partech.ca  
Doug MacEwen PEI Transportation and Infrastructure 

Renewal 
902-368-5219 djmacewen@gov.pe.ca  

Ron Madill Ontario Ministry of Transportation 519-473-6543 Ron.madill@ontario.ca 
John Mantini Wheel Monitor Inc. 905-641-0024 jmantini@wheelmonitor.com  
Jan Michaelsen FPInnovations 514-694-1140 Jan.michaelsen@fpinnovations.ca  
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Jeff Monty BC Transportation and Infrastructure 250-953-4017 jeff.monty@gov.bc.ca   
James Muntean Haldex Brake Products 616-296-1234 Jim.muntean@haldex.com  
Heather Murray Sparrow Piloting 306-244-2350 sparrowpilot@shaw.ca 
Robert Murray Newfoundland and Labrador 

Government Services 
709-729-3454 rmurray@gov.nl.ca  

Jim Park  OBAC 905-227-5755 jpark@obac.ca  
Seamus Parker FP Innovations 604-228-1555 Seamus.parker@fpinnovations.com  
John Pearson Council of DM's Secretariat 613-247-9347 Jpearson@comt.ca 
James Pertulla Ontario Ministry of Transportation 416-585-7116 James.pertulla@ontario.ca  
Jean-Marc Picard APTA 506-855-2782 jmpicard@apta.ca  
Brian Rennie Bridgestone Firestone Canada 905-568-6498 renniebrian@bfusa.com 
Sebastien Richard Transport Canada 613-998-1904 Sebastien.richard@tc.gc.ca  
Bruce Richards Private Motor Truck Council of 

Canada 
905-827-0587 trucks@pmtc.ca  

Joanne Ritchie OBAC 613-237-6222 jritchie@obac.ca 
Claude Robert  Transport Robert 514-592-2727 crobert@robert.ca 
Ed Ruediger Truck-Lite Company Inc. 519-770-4000 Eruediger@truck-lite.com  
Chris Sawcyn Advance Engineered Products Ltd. 306-721-5678 csawcyn@aepl.ca  
Vernon Seeley Sunbury Transportation 506-634-4254 seeley.vernon@sunbury.ca 
Norm Shupe Mullen Group Inc. 403-995-5204 nshupe@mullen-group.com  
James Sinnett FP Innovations 604-228-1555 James.sinnett@fpinnovations.ca  
Allen Smith Glacier Bay Climacab 519-860-4436 Allen.smith@glacierbay.com  
Andrew Smith ATDynamics 415-812-7357 asmith@atdynamics.com  
William Sokil Sokil Express Lines 780-479-1955  
Raymond Strelic Advance Engineered Products Ltd. 306-721-5678 rstrelic@aepl.ca  
Bill Sumner Grote Industries Company  905-691-2088 Bill.sumner@grote.com  
Eddy Tschirhart Cdn Transportation Equipment Assn 519-631-0414 eddyt@atminc.on.ca  
Jennifer Tuthill Natural Resources Canada 613-960-7439 jtuthill@nrcan.gc.ca  
John Warkentin Yukon Highways and Public Works 867-667-5920 John.warkentin@gov.yk.ca  
Geoff Wood OTA/CTA 416-249-7401 Geoffrey.wood@ontruck.org 
John Woodrooffe University of Michigan (UMTRI) 734-763-6076 jhfw@umich.edu  
Sarah Wells  Council of DM’s Secretariat 613 736-1350 swells@comt.ca  
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Off the shelf anti-idling 
and emissions reduction 
technology is available 
today


Idle Reduction Options







Nov 22, 2010


* EIA


**IRMA 1. Global Recession 
2. Plummeting Fuel Price
3. Reliability
4. CARB Legislation
5. Total cost of operation
6. Advancing technology


CARB Barrier


The California Air Resources Board issued a regulation to 
amend Title 13 of the California Code of Regulations. This 
regulation states that on or after January 1, 2008, the truck 
drivers operating in California shall not operate an internal 
combustion auxiliary power system (APS) on any vehicle 
equipped with a 2007 and subsequent model year primary 
engine unless the vehicle is equipped with an APS meeting 
the emissions performance requirements, as follows: 


a. Be equipped with a verified Level 3 in-use strategy for 
particulate matter control, or 


b. Have its exhaust routed directly into the vehicle’s exhaust 
pipe, upstream of the diesel particulate matter after 
treatment device. 


EPA420-S-06-001 April 2006







Total Cost of Operation Becomes a Barrier Diesel APU
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2000 hrs/year,
$3.00 Per Gallon
APU Fuel consumption .25 
GPH/hr
Service cost $350 /thousand hrs


4 Year Trade Cycle 
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2000 hrs/year,
$3.00 Per Gallon
CC consumption .06 GPH/hr.
Service cost $50 /thousand hrs
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Advancement of Batteries


Odyssey PC2150


• Start and deep cycle AGM


• Maximize value in today’s market


– Longer service life


– Wide temperature 
performance range


• Maximum 4 year full replacement 
warranty!


Trojan Overdrive AGM31 


• Designed for deep cycle heavy-duty 
truck applications


• Excellent recharge efficiency


• Maintenance free convenience


• Increased safety


– No acid spills


– Flame arrestor pressure vent


• Superior vibration resistance


• 24 month full replacement warranty, 
6 month pro-rata warranty


Advancing Technology Climacab Power Management


ClimaCab battery is charged per a prescribed AGM-type profile with 3 main steps:


•Bulk charge using the maximum available alternator current, up to 14.7 V.
•Absorption charge maintaining 14.7 V. The current decays to 8A.
•Float charge maintains the battery at 13.6V until the truck engine is turned off d 
charging and discharging of AGM Batteries







The ClimaCab System


POWER 
MANAGEMENT 


MODULE


EVAPORATOR
MODULE


Infinitely variable
climate control & 


management


Infinitely variable
climate control & 


management


CONDENSOR


Secret 
Sauce!
Secret 
Sauce!


BATTERY
BANK


Variable 
speed


Variable 
speed


‘The 
hidden 


truth’ log


‘The 
hidden 


truth’ log


Slim line 
design


Slim line 
design


Variable cooling
Controls, no 


ducting


Variable cooling
Controls, no 


ducting


TOUCH 
SCREEN


DATA LOGGER
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Touch Screen


• Easy to read back lit display 


• Intuitive, easy to use set and forget operation


– Dial in the exact desired temperature
• Create fleet specific usage protocols 
• Capture / analyze operational data
• Service diagnostic trouble shooting interface 
• Integrates with aftermarket heaters


Benefits
• Driver Retention
• Maximum energy savings
• Fleet management
• Timely trouble shooting resolution
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No-idle legislation


Twenty one states now have no-idle legislation


States with no-idle
Legislation


State with no-idle legislation


Major City with no-idle legislation-


Puerto Rico


D.C.


Source: American Transport Research Institute


Pending no idle legislation Eight states passed no-idle
legislation in 2009


Energy Policy Act of 2005 


Nov: 22, 2010


Allowed for a 400-pound weight exemption for the additional weight of 
idling reduction technology. States were given the discretion of adopting 
this exemption without being subjected to penalty.


White:  Allowed
Blue : Enforcement Officers
Green: Pending Legislation
Dark Blue: No Exemption


Source: US Dept. of 
Energy


http://www1.eere.ene
rgy.gov/vehiclesandfu
els/facts/2010_fotw62
7.html







Excise Tax Exemption for Idle Reduction Devices


II Section 206 of the Emergency Economic Stabilization Act of 2008 (the bill that created the TARP 
bank bailout) allows an exclusion from heavy truck excise tax for idling reduction devices and 
advanced insulation used in certain heavy trucks and trailers.


Small Business Jobs Act


II .5 Million  Tax write down for Capitol Expenses purchased in 2010.


Over Coming The Remaining Barriers with 
Incentives


‘‘Advanced Energy Tax Incentives Act of 2010’’.


Tax credit to 50% up to $5000 of the cost of an idling device “Bingaman Bill”


Glacier Bay Company Confidential
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Every year class 8 trucks waste 25 million 
barrels of fuel idling overnight*


Source: Argonne National Laboratory Center for Transportation








Perspectives on Vehicle Stability and Perspectives on Vehicle Stability and 
Safety PerformanceSafety Performance


Presented to 


Task Force on Vehicle Weights and Dimensions Policy


Government/Industry Meeting


John Woodrooffe
November 21, 2010
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Technology


Human Policy


Transport Efficiency & Safety
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Vehicle TechnologiesVehicle Technologies


Roll stability systems and 
electronic stability systems


Lane departure warning 
systems


Collision mitigation 
braking systems with 
adaptive cruise control2


3


1


2


3
1


4


4


Vehicle diagnostic and 
location systems
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•Road curved 


•Dry surface


•Cargo: loaded


3-axle tractor 
pulling bottom 
dump.


31,000 lbs 
cargo (dirt)


61,800 gross 
weight


Est. 40 mph


LTCCS Rollover Case for Simulation
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Vehicle speed time history for ABS, RSC and ESC technologiesVehicle speed time history for ABS, RSC and ESC technologies
Vehicle mass 36,400 kg, Trailer C of G 2.0m, maneuver M9 at 68m Vehicle mass 36,400 kg, Trailer C of G 2.0m, maneuver M9 at 68m radiusradius


Curve entry speed is the maximum achievable for each technologyCurve entry speed is the maximum achievable for each technology
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Fitting the technologies to all tractor Fitting the technologies to all tractor 
semitrailerssemitrailers


Estimated RSC 
benefits


• 3,489 crashes, 106 
fatalities, and 4,384 
injuries 


• $1.456U.S. billion/yr 


Estimated ESC 
benefits


• 4,659 crashes, 126 
fatalities, and 5,909 
injuries 


• $1.738U.S. billion/yr
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A-Train


B-Train


C-TrainC-Train
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Load Transfer Ratio


0.5447


0.919


0.5599


0.524


0.533


0.6118


1


0.298


0.628


0.742


0.598


0.271


0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1


Tractor Semi Trailer 80,000 lbs


STAA Double 80,000 lbs


Turnpike Double 45' 129,000 lbs


Turnpike Double 48' 129,000 lbs


Rocky MD 117,000 lbs


Rocky MD 113,000 lbs


Triple A-train 118,500 lbs


Triple C-train 118,500 lbs


Truck Tank Trailer 114,300 lbs


Truck Tank Trailer ext  114,300 lbs


Rocky MD tanker 117,000 lbs


B-train tanker 117,000 lbs


Better <<< Load Transfer Ratio


FailPass
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Weights and Dimensions StudyWeights and Dimensions Study
19861986


 A landmark study combining infrastructure, 
vehicle design, safety analysis and 
productivity to improve transport efficiency


 Created the first vehicle performance 
measures - adopted by many countries


 The net result is about 25% better transport 
efficiency than the U.S. (OECD – Moving Freight 
in Better Trucks)


 Extremely safe, productive and green LCV 
operations are used in Canada
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Guided by ScienceGuided by Science


 Science based size and weight policy has been very 
good for Canada – more productive, safer and 
greener fleet


 U.S. policy is held hostage by the political process –
truck innovation, productivity and transport efficiency 
has suffered (TRB)


 Some U.S. suppliers are not exposed to the CDN 
science based regulatory system – there is a 
commercial opportunity open to them provided they 
are innovative and progressive
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Hockey AnalogyHockey Analogy


 SRT – describes the player’s size


 LTR – describes how well he / she plays


Ultimately a hockey player’s value is 
based on the quality of play – but 
size is important too
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Task Force on Vehicle Weights and Task Force on Vehicle Weights and 
Dimensions Policy  Dimensions Policy  


November 2010November 2010


Vehicle Weights and Dimensions Vehicle Weights and Dimensions 


 Task Force on Vehicle Weights and Dimensions PolicyTask Force on Vehicle Weights and Dimensions Policy
 Focus for coordination and harmonization of Focus for coordination and harmonization of 


provincial and territorial regulations, policies and provincial and territorial regulations, policies and 
practicespractices


 Representatives from each of the federal, provincial Representatives from each of the federal, provincial 
and territorial transportation departments and territorial transportation departments 


 Report to the Council of Deputy Ministers Responsible Report to the Council of Deputy Ministers Responsible 
for Transportation and Highway Safety for Transportation and Highway Safety 


 Advance recommendations on:Advance recommendations on:
 Regulatory harmonization priorities Regulatory harmonization priorities 
 Amendments to the standards contained in the National MOU Amendments to the standards contained in the National MOU 


on Vehicle Weights and Dimensions on Vehicle Weights and Dimensions 
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Highway Transportation in CanadaHighway Transportation in Canada


 Federal government has responsibility for Federal government has responsibility for 
 safety standards for the manufacturing of new vehicles,safety standards for the manufacturing of new vehicles,
 transportation of dangerous goods, transportation of dangerous goods, 
 international border crossings, international border crossings, 
 air quality, including standards for engine emissions and fuel  air quality, including standards for engine emissions and fuel  


 Highways fall primarily under provincial and territorial jurisdiHighways fall primarily under provincial and territorial jurisdiction:ction:
 Provinces and territories have primary responsibility for constrProvinces and territories have primary responsibility for construction, uction, 


maintenance and regulation of highwaysmaintenance and regulation of highways
 Legislation, policies and regulations for: Legislation, policies and regulations for: 


 The safe operation of the public highway network,  The safe operation of the public highway network,  
 Protection and management of the use of highway infrastructureProtection and management of the use of highway infrastructure
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MOU MOU –– National Standards for Vehicle Weights and National Standards for Vehicle Weights and 
Dimensions  Dimensions  


1988 – First Established
 Included Tractor Semitrailer, and A, B and C Train Doubles 


1991 – First Amendment
 Expanded to include Straight Trucks, Truck – Trailer Configurations and Intercity 


Buses


1994 – Second Amendment
 Increased semitrailer length to 16.2 m (53’) and overall length of doubles to 25 m


1997 – Third Amendment
 Adjustments to internal dimension controls (minimum wheelbases, hitch offsets)
 Increased Box Length limit for truck trailer configurations to 20 m
 Adjustments to weight limits on truck steering axles and double trailer combinations


MOU MOU –– National Standards for Vehicle Weights and National Standards for Vehicle Weights and 
Dimensions  Dimensions  


2004 – Fourth Amendment
 Increased box length limit on A trains to 20 m


2008 – Fifth Amendment
 Recognized new wide base single tires (> 445 mm in width)
 Adjusted track width requirement for single tires
 Added rear aerodynamic device on trucks and trailers
 Standardized approach to measurement of overall width


2009 – Sixth Amendment
 Standardized definition Track Width 
 Revised Minimum Track Width for Trailer Axles Fitted with Single Tires
 Added Stinger Steer Automobile Carrier Configuration
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Vehicle Weights and Dimensions Vehicle Weights and Dimensions 


 Annual meetings to exchange information, Annual meetings to exchange information, 
review emerging issues, identify harmonization review emerging issues, identify harmonization 
concerns and priorities concerns and priorities 


 Last meeting held in Montreal in November 2009 Last meeting held in Montreal in November 2009 
 Information: Information: www.comt.cawww.comt.ca


 Standards and regulations Standards and regulations 
 Government contacts Government contacts 
 Meetings and minutes Meetings and minutes 
 Research reports and reference materialsResearch reports and reference materials


Recent and Current IssuesRecent and Current Issues


 Environment/Fuel Efficiency:
 Weight limit allowances for engine particulate traps, auxiliary power 


units, fuel tanks and disc brakes 
 Higher weight limits for new wide single tires 
 Length limit accommodations for rear mounted aerodynamic devices


 Special Permits: Long Combination Vehicles 
 Harmonized permit conditions for operation of Turnpike Double Trailer 


Combinations
 Safety


 Length allowances to accommodate “moose bumpers” on front of trucks 
or tractors


 Operational 
 Longer wheelbase tractors 
 Accommodation of specialized trailers (float and double drop 


configurations)
 Roll coupled hitches for Truck – Pony Trailers 
 New lift axle designs 
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Task Force on VWD Policy Task Force on VWD Policy 


 Important forum for discussion of national Important forum for discussion of national 
regulatory harmonization needs and priorities for regulatory harmonization needs and priorities for 
heavy vehicle weights and dimensionsheavy vehicle weights and dimensions
 Responsible for the evolution of national standards in Responsible for the evolution of national standards in 


Canada and the changes which have been introduced Canada and the changes which have been introduced 
since 1988since 1988


 Strong and ongoing commitment from governments,  Strong and ongoing commitment from governments,  
industry and dedicated individuals to the mechanism industry and dedicated individuals to the mechanism 
and to these discussionsand to these discussions


 Complex regulatory field with many governments Complex regulatory field with many governments 
involved involved -- patience is required  patience is required  
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Cargo Securement Regulations


National Safety Code Amendments September 2010


National Safety Code Standard 10:
Cargo Securement


 Council of Ministers approved new standard 
in 2004: 
 based on collaboration with United States on 


North American Cargo Securement Standard


 Performance based approach to regulation 
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NSC Standard 10: September 2004 


 Standard included two provisions scheduled 
to be introduced on January 1, 2010:
 Requirement to use tiedowns marked with 


Working Load Limit


 Requirement to use automatic tiedown tensioning 
devices for securement of logs loaded crosswise


Tiedowns 


 National Safety Code Standard 10 Part 1, Division 
3, Section 11 (4) states:


“On and after January 1, 2010, a person shall not use 
a tiedown or a component of a tiedown to secure 
cargo to a vehicle unless it is marked by the 
manufacturer with respect to its working load limit.”
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NSC Standard 10 Amendments 


 The amendments address three objectives:
 changes required to complete implementation of a 


provision in the 2004 edition to eliminate default 
Working Load Limits for tiedowns by January 1, 
2010


 changes to address concerns raised by 
stakeholders through CVSA Public Forum


 editorial changes to clarify requirements and 
improve safety


Elimination of Default Working Load 
Limits for Tiedowns 
 In September 2004 NSC Standard 10 included plan 


to eliminate default WLL for unmarked tiedowns:
Section 11 (4)


On and after January 1, 2010, a person shall not use a tiedown or 
a component of a tiedown to secure cargo to a vehicle unless it is 
marked by the manufacturer with respect to its working load limit.


 Transition plan introduced in January 2010 to provide 
educational period through January 2011
 Full compliance required by January 2011 
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NSC Amendments – Unmarked Tiedowns


 Housekeeping changes required to complete 
implementation:
 Changes/corrections to references in the text 


 Elimination of default Working Load Limit tables 


NSC Amendments:
Issues Raised in CVSA Public Forum


 Logs: Securement of Utility Poles on Specialized 
Trailers


 Dressed Lumber: Clarification of requirement for 
“belly wrapping” with multiple tires of bundles


 Paper Rolls: inclusion of changes proposed by 
Forest Industry:
 Jumbo paper rolls on cradles


 Modifications for split loads   
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NSC Amendments:
Address Issues Raised in CVSA Public Forum 


 Light Vehicles: Prohibition on stacking of light 
vehicles (non flattened or crushed)


NSC Amendments: 
Issues Raised in CVSA Public Forum
 Flattened or Crushed Vehicles: change to allow use of section 


of web strap on end of chain or wire rope tiedown for 
tensioning


 91(2) .. synthetic webbing 
may be used to connect 
wire rope or chain to anchor 
points on the transporting 
vehicle where the webbing 
is no more than 15 cm 
above the deck of the 
vehicle and must not come 
in contact with the flattened 
or crushed vehicles.
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Heavy Vehicles  


Current:
Accessory equipment on a heavy vehicle, including a hydraulic 
shovel, shall be completely lowered and secured to the vehicle.


Change:
Accessory equipment on a heavy vehicle, including a hydraulic 
shovel, shall be completely lowered and secured to the vehicle 
unless:
 the accessory equipment can only move vertically;
 accessory equipment that can pivot, tilt or move sideways is 


blocked or immobilized by the transport vehicle’s structure or by a 
blocking or securement mechanism built into the transported 
vehicle.


Status & Process


 Amendments approved by Council of Ministers in 
late September


 Provinces and territories to prepare for regulatory 
changes: 
 Stakeholder consultation is required in many provinces 


 Adoption by reference  


 Implementation plan and timing under development 
by CCMTA 
 Coordinated introduction of any changes across Canada  








Premier Mfg. Co. 


Presentation Outline


o Premier history


o Instance with a Premier customer in Saskatchewan


o Highlight Premier’s Opinions 


o Review Dynamic Stability Literature 


o Woodrooffe and Associates Draft Report for 
Saskatchewan Ministry of Highways and Infrastructure


o The TAC (Transportation Association of Canada) Report


o UMTRI Trucks Involved in Fatal Accident (TIFA) 
Factbooks


o Conclusion & Recommendations







Premier Manufacturing Co.
o Founded 1924


o Tualatin, OR


o Produce Pintle Hitches (couplings), Drawbar eyes 
(lunettes), Hinge & Front End Assemblies and Jacks


o Safety first!


Tri‐Drives and Pintle Hitches


o A Premier customer was Issued a citation:


o Pulling a Trailer with Premier’s Pintle Hitch behind his Tri‐
Drive


o Premier Contacted Mike Burnett at the Saskatchewan 
Ministry of Highways and Infrastructure


o Pintle hitches on Tri‐drives do not meet all the TAC standards


o Roll‐couplings  on Tri‐drives may be used under special permit


o Directed to Sask. website and John Woodrooffe’s Report


o Informed where the TAC Report may be purchased







Premier’s Findings & Opinions:


o Load Transfer Ratio (LTR) was initially developed as a roll‐coupled 
combination vehicle stability measure.  In our opinion it should
not be used as a standard by which all vehicle configurations are 
measured


o A vehicle’s LTR does not correlate with current published fatal 
accident records


o The Static Rollover Threshold (SRT) and Rearward Amplification 
(RA) ratio should be the dominant vehicle dynamic stability 
measures as they more accurately relate to recorded accident 
data


o Draft report for Saskatchewan ignores the SRT results


o Electronic Roll Stability is the next step in safer heavy truck 
operations


Saskatchewan Ministry of Highways and Infrastructure 
Website


o “Tri‐drive trucks and tri‐drive tractors with semi‐trailers are 
currently not recognized by provincial regulations; however, 
recognizing the industry demand to use these vehicles, the 
province is currently accommodating these vehicles by 
permitting them under the Transport Partnership Program”


o “Tri‐drive trucks are NOT allowed to pull full trailers or pony 
trailers due to dynamic stability concerns”


o “Tri‐Drive trucks are not allowed to pull pintle hitch trailers in 
Saskatchewan”







Dynamic Stability


o Rollovers!


o Chris Winkler in a UMTRI Review (2000) stated:  


“While only 4.4 percent of tractor‐semitrailer 
accidents are rollovers, 58 percent of the fatal 
injuries to the truck driver occurred in rollover 
crashes (General Estimates System and Trucks 
Involved In Fatal Accidents, 1992–1996).”


Dynamic Stability


UMTRI Campbell and Sullivan Report:  “Existing cab structures above the plane of 
the dash are not sufficient to withstand the forces produced during rollover.”
(Picture from Renfroe Eng. Inc.)







TAC Performance Measures


o Static Rollover Threshold (SRT):


o Maximum level of lateral acceleration (g’s) beyond which the vehicle will 
suffer a rollover in a steady turn (TAC = 0.40g min)


o Load Transfer Ratio (LTR):


o Ratio of the absolute value of the right to left wheel load difference to 
the total sum of all wheel loads except the steering axle (for roll‐coupled 
combinations only) (TAC = 0.60 max)


 However, for non roll‐coupled units, only the wheel loads of the rear most 
trailer are used


o Rearward Amplification (RA):


o Ratio of peak rear trailer lateral acceleration to peak tractor lateral 
acceleration in a sine‐steer maneuver (TAC = 2.0 max)


Woodrooffe & Associates Draft Report: “The Influence of Tri‐
Drive Power Units on the Stability Performance of Various 


Vehicle Combinations.”


o Examined tri‐drive tractor‐trailers, B‐train doubles, 
straight truck, straight truck and pony trailer, and straight 
truck and full trailer.


o Used UMTRI Yaw/Roll program to assess each 
combination’s performance measure including:


o Static Rollover Threshold (SRT)


o Load Transfer Ratio (LTR)


o Rearward Amplification (RA)







Woodrooffe & Assoc. Draft Report


Tractor Semi‐Trailers: “The vehicle is in compliance with all of the TAC 
performance measures except for low speed offtracking…” & “low speed 


offtracking isn’t considered significant”


Woodrooffe & Assoc. Draft Report


9‐axle and 10‐axle B‐trains: “Both of these vehicles are in compliance 


with the TAC performance measures…”







Woodrooffe & Assoc. Draft Report


“When a pony trailer is added, the dynamic performance becomes unacceptable 


as the load transfer ratio fails to meet TAC standards of minimum performance.  


Of all performance measures, load transfer ratio is the most critical.  Vehicles that 


cannot comply with this measure should not be permitted to operate.”


Woodrooffe & Assoc. Draft Report


Straight Truck and Full Trailer: “..the load transfer ratio fails to comply with the TAC 


standards.  Therefore this vehicle combination in its current layout is not suitable for 


use.”







TAC Report Highlights


o For evaluating roll‐coupled combinations such as B‐trains and C‐trains, the 
authors developed the LTR measure.  LTR of 0.6 is “achieved only by roll‐
coupled vehicle combinations” *


o “The load transfer ratio measure is used to indicate the potential for 
amplification‐induced rollover.”


o “The classical measure used to define the tendency toward rollover deriving 
from rearward amplification in a rapid path‐change maneuver is the 
amplification ratio.”


o “The performance of A‐train combinations can be suitably evaluated by means 
of the rearward amplification ratio.” **


o SRT “measure has been shown to correlate in a profound manner with rollover
accidents” and that “there is a clear, powerful relationship between rollover 
threshold level and the likelihood of involvement in rollover accidents.”


Report to the Land Transportation Standards 
Subcommittee (Oct. 1997)


Council of Ministers Responsible for Transportation and Highway 


Safety Website







UMTRI Trucks Involved in Fatal Accidents Factbooks
2003‐2007


UMTRI TIFA Factbook (2005‐2007)







UMTRI TIFA Factbook (2003‐2007)


UMTRI TIFA Factbook (2003‐2007)







UMTRI TIFA Factbook (2003‐2007)


(Picture from Renfroe Eng. Inc.)







Chris Winkler’s UMTRI Review (2000)


o “Analyses of the accident records make it clear that static 
roll is the dominant vehicle quality affecting the chance of a 
given heavy truck being involved in a rollover accident.”


o “The basic measure of roll stability is the static rollover 
threshold.”


VBG (Ringfeder)


oVBG stated: “VBG couplings are designed to rotate on their fore‐and‐aft axis 
so that if a trailer should roll, the risk of the complete rig overturning would 


be lessened.”
oVBG purposely designed this product to be non roll‐coupled which results 


in a higher LTR







Conclusions & Recommendations
o The Load Transfer Ratio should NOT be used as a non roll‐coupled  Performance 


Measure


o Comparing the LTR of a trailer to the LTR of an entire unit does not make sense


o Accident statistics do not quantify it


o Extremely difficult to calculate


o New Zealand requires a minimum SRT 


o The SRT is the most critical Performance Measure


o Vehicles in the Draft Report for Saskatchewan that did not meet the SRT should not 
be permitted to operate 


o Electronic Roll Stability has become a proven technology


o Douglas Pape (Battelle): 53% of speed related cargo tank rollovers could have 
been prevented


o Roll‐coupling does not substantially improve driver feedback


o John Woodrooffe (Assoc. Press Interview):
o “A truck driver can be perfectly happy going around a corner thinking everything is ok and 


suddenly he’s over”


o “Tractor trailer drivers often have no warning they’re about to roll over”


o John Billing (CTEA presentation): “There is only a second or less after trailer 
wheels lift off to the point where the vehicle is committed to rolling over”


o Increased weight allowances are being granted in some provinces for roll‐coupled 
vehicles.  Not a good idea!


Thank you


Premier Manufacturing Co.


19500 SW Teton Ave.


Tualatin, OR 97062


(503) 234‐9202


Koel Abell, P.E.


Engineering Manager


koela@premier‐mfg.com


Paul Grycko


Plant Manager


paulg@premier‐mfg.com
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Transportation Working Group on 
Energy Efficiency


Task Force on Vehicle Weights and Dimensions Policy
November 22, 2010
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Introduction


 The Council of Energy Ministers 
(CEM) - joint council of Canada’s 
ministers responsible for energy


 2007 – commitment to collaborate 
on energy efficiency


 Class 8 trucks were identified as 
an area with a high potential for 
energy efficiency improvements
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Class 8 Truck 
Scoping Project


 Focused on identifying short-term technologies 
with immediate potential.  


 The four technology areas were selected based on 
the market-readiness of the components and solid 
evidence of their potential to provide energy 
savings:


 Aerodynamics


 Idle-Reduction Devices


 Long Combination Vehicles


 Tires
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Completed Projects


Aerodynamics Best Practices 
Purchasing Guide


 Idle-Reduction Program 
Design Guide


 Long-Combination Vehicles
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Collaboration is Already 
Adding Value


Alberta


 Trucks of Tomorrow


Manitoba


 Manitoba GrEEEn Trucking Program


Québec


 Technoclimat


Nova Scotia


 Nova Scotia Trucking Energy Efficiency Incentive Program


Transport Canada


 ecoFREIGHT Program


NRCan


 SmartWay Certified Technology Fund
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Recognition System for 
Fuel-Efficient Tires


Objective:


 Platform for a labelling and consumer 
information program for energy efficient 
heavy-duty dual truck tires


Progress to date:
 TWGEE agreed on a draft recognition framework


 Purchasing and winter traction research was 
completed. 


 Non-government stakeholder consultations were 
held
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Future Directions


 Role of shippers in the transportation system
 How do they influence transportation demand?


 What are their barriers for choosing fuel efficient 
fleets?


 We look forward to further collaboration and mutual 
sharing of information with your representatives on 
future initiatives
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THANK YOU


Jennifer Tuthill 


Senior Manager, Transportation Energy Use Division


Office of Energy Efficiency


Natural Resources Canada


Telephone :  (613) 960-7439


E-mail : Jennifer.Tuthill@NRCan-RNCan.gc.ca
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Our name is innovation 


www.fpinnovations.ca


Fuel efficiency testing 
at FPInnovations
Jan Michaelsen, F.E.
Program leader - Energy and emissions


W&D Task Force
November 22. 2010


Presentation 


1. Overview  - FPInnovations


2. PIT Concept


3. EnergotestTM


4. Technologies and methods tested


5. Results


6. Real life tests


7. Proposed project
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Our name is innovation 


www.fpinnovations.ca


Overview  - FPInnovations


FPInnovations


• Largest forest products research institute in the 
world


• More than 600 employees across Canada


• Budget : $100 million/yr


• Our business is implementing practical research 
solutions 
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FPInnovations


Our name is innovation 


www.fpinnovations.ca


PIT Concept
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How PIT works?


 Partners pool resources to increase R&D impact


 Financing
• Contribution of the fleets 


• Government


 Orientation of the research
• Advisory committee once or twice a year


 The research is conducted on the vehicles of 
our partners. with their staff


 The results are quickly distributed to the 
members


Benefits for participating fleets


 Access to several hundreds of thousands of 
R&D dollars for a nominal cost


 Exclusive access to our team of experts for 
customized advice


 Positive visibility in the eyes of your clients 
and employees


 Increased support from suppliers as a result of 
FPInnovations involvement


 Guarantee of technology implementation for 
maximum ROI
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Industrial partners


Many configurations are part of PIT
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Our name is innovation 


www.fpinnovations.ca


Context


• FPInnovations was appointed in 2007 as an 
unbiased 3rd party. to manage the scientific side 
and to broadcast the results of a project involving 
Robert Transport. Cascades Transport. Transport 
Canada and the CTA (Canadian Trucking Alliance)


• Objective: Evaluate. in an accelerated manner. 
potentially energy-efficient technologies
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Basics


• Tests conducted at Transport 
Canada’s motor vehicle test centre in 
Blainville QC


• Track layout:
 Oval 6.4 and 6.9 km 


• 2 types : high speed and urban cycles


• Run in cooperation with PIT members


• Based on: 
 SAE J1321 Joint TMC/SAE Fuel 


Consumption Test Procedure – Type II
 SAE J1526 Joint TMC/SAE Fuel 


Consumption Test Procedure - Type III


Methodology – SAE/TMC


• 2 steps
 Base line: all the unmodified vehicles: 


reference test


 Technology tests: the base line 
vehicles modified with the 
technologies to be validated


• Measurement of fuel consumption 
is accomplished by using the 
gravimetric method 


• 3 homogeneous test


• Minimal impact of the driver and 
the weather condition
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High speed test


• Conducted at constant speed of 
98 km


• All test segments are at a 
distance of 100 km


• Targeted for:
 Aerodynamic devices


 Rolling resistance technologies 


 Technologies suitable for long haul 
and urban transport


Urban duty cycle test


• Stop’n’Go test cycle


• Conducted with variable speeds 
and with frequent stops


• Procedures to simulate the 
following cycles
 Frequent stops (Bus. garbage trucks)
 Pick-up and delivery in an urban or 


regional zone


• Targeted for:
 Rolling resistance technologies
 Technologies suitable for regional 


and urban transport
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Summary  to date


2007 :
 19 technologies and in-house tests


2008 :
 25 technologies & in-house tests


2009 :
 2 high speed campaigns
 49 technologies & in-house tests


2010 :
 Urban cycle : 5 technologies  & in-house 


tests
 High speed : 15 technologies  & in-


house tests


More than 115 technologies 
tested. more  than 1.5 million $ 


invested!


Our name is innovation 


www.fpinnovations.ca


Technologies and 
methods tested
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Aerodynamic skirts for trailer


Side tarp 
system


Fenders for tractor


Side tarp system


Wide base tires


Active wheel
balancing device


Low rolling
resistance tires


85 psi vs 
100 psi
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Composite 
box


Hybrid
truck


Flatbed semi-trailer with 
aerodynamic underbody 53'


Diesel fuel 
and oil


additives


Hydrogen fuel 
injection


Combustion 
enhancer


Mufflers
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Our name is innovation 


www.fpinnovations.ca


Results


Results – Boat tails


2.6Rigid Boat Tail (0.6 m long)


0.3Flexible Boat Tail (1.25 m long)


5.1Rigid Boat Tail (1.25 m long)


1.5Rigid Boat Tail (0.6 m long + clearance regs)


Economy (%)Technology
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Results – Trailer skirts


3.4Trailer skirts – Supplier E


5.1Trailer skirts – Supplier D


7.5Trailer skirts – Supplier A – Model 3


3.9Trailer skirts – Supplier A – Model 2


1.9Trailer skirts – Supplier A – Model 1


0.4Trailer skirts – Supplier F


6.8Trailer skirts – Supplier C


7.4Trailer skirts – Supplier B 


Economy (%)Technology


Results – Tires


1.3
Dunlop 11R22.5 SP384 FM, SP456 FM, and 
SP193 FM vs. Yokohama 11R22.5 101 ZL, 703 
ZL, and RY587


2.4Continental HDL ECO plus 275/80 R22.5 vs. 
Michelin XDA-HT 275/80 R22.5


-3.1Tire pressure: 85 PSI vs. 100 PSI


1.4Continental HDL ECO plus 275/80 R22.5 vs. 
Bridgestone M726 EL 295/75 R22.5


9.8Wide base tires: XDA & XTA 445/50 R22.5 vs.
XDN2 & XZE 275/80 R22.5


Economy (%)Technology
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Results – Various


5.1Speed 92 km/h vs. 98 km/h


8.0Close following


31.4LCV vs. Tandem axle semi-trailer


5.4Pilot pick-up signalling arrows - low profile 
vs, high


-8.0LCV vs. Quad axle semi-trailer


4.8B-Train 3 axles up vs. all axles down


Economy (%)Technology


PIT Test


Pilot pick-up signalling system (MTQ-CGER): 
raised versus hidden 
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Our name is innovation 


www.fpinnovations.ca


Real life tests


Real life results


• Evaluation of the CTA 
enviroTruck concept


• Funded by TC ecoFreight
Program


• Long term observational 
observation with control and 
test trucks on same routes


• Three segments planned:
 Clark Freightways


 Excel Transport


 Transport Robert
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Clark Freightways enviroTruck


• LTL operation


• Vehicle equipped with a 
combination of:
 Low rolling resistance tires
 Speed limiters
 Trailer side skirts


• Baseline: Oct. 2008 to 
April 2009


• Test period: April 2009 to 
Oct. 2009


Excel Transport enviroTruck


• Bulk forest products haul 
operation


• 2 Chip B-trains equipped 
with single wide base 
tires


• Baseline: July 2008 to 
Nov. 2008


• Test period: Nov. 2008 to 
Sept. 2009
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Our name is innovation 


www.fpinnovations.ca


Project proposal


Problematic


• What is the relationship between road roughness and 
fuel consumption and vehicle maintenance?


• Objective: Increased information on when to rehabilitate 
roads 


• FPInnovations has heard of interest from several 
provinces:
 Saskatchewan
 Ontario
 Quebec


• Subject brought up at NACFE
• U. Laval PhD student
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Timing of road rehabilitation


Years


R
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st


User cost 
taken into 
account


Project proposal


• Very little literature on the road roughness and fuel 
consumption


• Some information on effect on vehicle maintenance
• Proposed project:


 Literature search
 Development of test methodology
 Testing
 Development of model 
 Model validation 
 Development of decision tool


• Funding?
 Best approach would be to form a research consortium
 FPInnovations, U. Laval, Provinces, TC, CTA, others
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What is interest?


• Is this a project of interest to your province 
or organization?


• Would you be willing to provide funding?


• Should this go through TAC or another 
organization?


Our name is innovation 


www.fpinnovations.ca


Thank you


Jan Michaelsen


jan.michaelsen@fpinnovations.ca
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November 22nd 2010


Wide Base Single Tires 
Canadian Update


Presented by François Beauchamp of Michelin North America ( Canada ) Inc.


November 22nd 2010


Wide Base Single Update


History & Milestones.


Facts.


Where we need to be.
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November 22nd 2010


History & Milestones


NGWB Tires Engineering  = 90’s


Market Introduction 2000


Canadian Acceptance (Ontario & Québec 2001)


MOU Approves limited use of NGWB tires July 
1st 2008


Ontario & Québec approve parity for NGWB and 
Dual loads


November 22nd 2010


NGWB
Facts since the Introduction


New TechnologyNew Technology
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November 22nd 2010


The Challenges of Sustainable 
Mobility


800 million vehicles 
on the road worldwide


will double by 2030


Truck Car


The energy to make a tire roll consumes…


NGWB Tires


Since their introduction in 2000,
NGWB tires have helped save:


639,000 metric tons
of CO2 emissions


63 million 
gallons of fuel


the equivalent of removing 
127,800 cars from the road
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Emission Reduction Potential of 
NGWB Tires for Fleets


Fitting MICHELIN® X One® tires on
1,000 tractor/trailers can lead to annual savings of:


* Comparison of  MICHELIN® X One XDA Energy and X One XTA on the drive and trailer axles vs. 
MICHELIN® XDN2 and XT-1 from the Michelin Fuel Savings Calculator.


17,000 metric tons
of CO2 per year*


1.7 million 
gallons of fuel


per year*


the equivalent of removing 3,400 
cars from the road


Economic Benefits


* Comparison of  MICHELIN® X One XDA Energy and X One XTA on the drive and trailer axles vs. MICHELIN®


XDN2 and XT-1 from the Michelin Fuel Savings Calculator.


Benefits to the environment that
also benefit a fleet’s bottom line


Fuel savings for a fleet with
1000 tractor/trailers:
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Weight Savings with X One® Tires


With MICHELIN® X One® tires on the drive and trailer 
axles, a truck can carry over 700 pounds more.*


Fewer trucks on the road 


for the same Load 


= 


Freight efficiency and 


additional emission savings!
WEIGHT


* Estimate includes tire and wheel weight savings, and is based on the comparison of a truck with XDN2 
and XTE dual tires and a truck with X One XDN2 and X One XTE tires, with aluminum wheels or going 
from steel wheels on the dual to aluminum wheels on the X One fitment.


November 22nd 2010


Fleet Concerns


New regs. “EGR coolers, DPF filters, Urea 
injection” = Added weight and decrease fuel 
efficiency.


NGWB tires reduce weight and reduce rolling 
resistance allowing increases payload and fuel 
economy.


EPA & NHTSA writing the road map on 
reduction of GHG starting model 2014


NGWB with Low RR as been identified as a 
critical technology
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November 22nd 2010


Fleet Concerns


Finally we have a technology with the X-one  
that reduces weight thereby increasing our 
payload, provides less rolling resistance to 
improve fuel economy and our DOTs will not 
allow us to utilize this technology to its full 
potential.


What makes it more frustrating is the fact other 
provinces have formally allowed full weights and 
we are at a competitive disadvantage with other 
fleets.


November 22nd 2010


NGWB
Facts since the Introduction


Safety - Handling


Saves Fuel


Environmentally Friendly


Weight Savings


Less Vehicles on the Road


Competitive Edge to our Trucking Industry
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Where we need to be


15%15%


November 22nd 2010
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Boat Tails – Searching for a Solution


Dan Davis - Chief, Vehicle Standards and Regulations
Transport Canada
November 22, 2010
VW&D TF – Toronto, Ontario
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Presentation Objective


• Review possible options to allow the 
installation and use of longer boat tails in 
Canada, in light of the NRC research study







Relevant Legislation


 Motor Vehicle Transport Act (MVTA):


 Permits regulation of motor carriers that operate commercial 
motor vehicles beyond the limits of a province / territory


 Motor Vehicle Safety Act (MVSA):


 Permits safety regulations of new vehicles sold in Canada 


 Canada Motor Vehicle Safety Standards (CMVSS)
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CMVSS 223 - Rear Impact Guard


• Rear extremity definition:


“rear extremity” means the rearmost point on a trailer that is 
[…] below a horizontal plane located 1 900 mm above the 
ground […], with non-structural protrusions such as tail lamps, 
rubber bumpers, hinges and latches excluded from the 
determination of the rearmost point


• Configuration requirement:


223. (8) […] the horizontal member shall 
be located as close as practicable to a 
transverse vertical plane tangent to the 
rear extremity of the trailer, and no more 
than 305 mm forward of that plane […] 







Underride Guards Provide Rear Impact Safety


Honda Civic Impact at 56 km/h
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Allowable boat tail dimensions in Canada 


(figure from NRCan’s fleetmart website)


Background - Boat Tail Issue in Canada
• In April 2008, VW&D TF agreed to work towards permitting rear 


aerodynamic technologies on semi-trailers with extensions up to 
0.61 m (2 ft) with a 1.9 m notch
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• Boat tails must meet FHWA requirements to be exempted from 
length measurement : 
Title 23, Part 658, § 658.16:


1. The device must not be capable of carrying cargo
2. The device does not extend beyond 5 feet from the rearmost point of the trailer/semi-


trailer end
3. The device does not “obscure tail lamps, turn signals, marker lamps, identification 


lamps, or any other required safety devices, such as hazardous materials placards or 
conspicuity markings”


4. The device has “neither the strength, rigidity nor mass to damage a vehicle, or injure a 
passenger in a vehicle, that strikes a trailer so equipped from the rear”


• FHWA exemption is provided on an individual basis 


• ATDymamics TrailerTails was exempted from U.S. FHWA 
requirements based on van crash test


US Federal Highways Administration 







ATDynamics TrailerTail


• ATDynamics TrailerTail was the first approved boat tail meeting FHWA 
exemption requirements


• Due diligence - Evidence included a crash test of a van into the rear of a 
trailer equipped with TrailerTail at 56 km/h (Karco Engineering, LLC)


Source: Figure 12, Karco’s report Source: Figure 22, Karco’s report
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Background - Smartway


• U.S. EPA SmartWay Transportation Program 
and California legislation:


• California legislation is requiring SmartWay certified fuel saving 
devices for 53-foot trailers as of January 1, 2010


• Carriers have options of various SmartWay certified aerodynamic 
products including certified boat tails


• Canadian carriers will need to comply with California regulation if 
they want to operate in the state 
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Background - Boat Tail Issue in Canada


• In 2009 CTA requested TC Compliance/Audit Group to allow any 
boat tail up to 5-feet meeting FHWA exemption requirements


• TC Compliance/Audit Group replied to CTA that boat tails do not fall 
under CMVSS 223 non-structural protrusion exemption 


• A blanket exemption from meeting CMVSS 223 was not 
provided


• Thus not possible to install boat tails on new trailers without 
1.9 m height clearance and meet CMVSS 223
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• Mid 2009 - TC Regulatory Division tasked to review boat 
tail safety and compliance with CMVSS 223


• Engaged NRC to complete aerodynamics and dimensional analysis


• Presentation VW&D TF meeting - Nov 2009 


• On June 29, 2010 - Transport Canada met with interested 
stakeholders to present NRC results and to present a 
proposed clearance zone


• In October 2010 - NRC draft report and clearance zone 
proposal were sent to stakeholders to seek comments


Background - Boat Tail Issue in Canada
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Wind Tunnel 
- to evaluate the aerodynamic effect of different 


boat tail parameters (length, height, panel 
angle, etc.)


NRC Research Study


NRC Vehicle dimension 
analysis


- to evaluate what percentage of 
vehicles would first strike a boat tail 
and determine location on the vehicle 


- to define rear impact zone without 
compromising safety


• Scale 1:10 representative 
truck and trailer model with 
medium side skirts and gap 
sealing


• Calculate drag reduction 
and estimate fuel savings 
and emissions benefits by 
comparing different boat tail 
configurations


Wind Tunnel Testing
Evaluation of Environmental Benefits - Experimental







- Determine if panels with length of 2 ft  and longer provide improved 
aerodynamics 


- Determine the effect of different side panel geometries (height and shape design)


- Examine the effect of the bottom panel in different configurations 


Wind Tunnel Testing
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 Boat tails are effective 
fuel saving devices –
from 7% to over 11% 
reduction in drag


 After 0.91 m (3 ft) in 
length, efficiency gains 
are much less 
significant


 Minimal or no gains 
after 1.21 m (4 ft) in 
length of boat tail 


Wind Tunnel Testing Results







Computer Simulation
• Computer modeling (Computational Fluid Dynamics)


Benefits & Risks due to aerodynamics - Qualitative data :


- Snow & ice accumulation : Boat tail 
bottom panel may increases the risk of 
particulate accumulation (such as snow and ice)


- Road spray reduced : Boat tail provides 
reduced turbulence compared to baseline 
configuration 


Source:  figures from NRC draft report


Vehicle Dimensions Analysis
• Interference of current vehicles on the road with various 


boat tail geometries 







• Blend analyses to 
determine « optimum »
scenario


• Could we define the rear 
impact zone differently 
without compromising 
safety?


Optimization Model:


Vehicle Dimensions Analysis
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Dimension Interference Estimates
• The current level of safety for the clearance zone, as defined 


in CVMSS 223, is 6.43% of windshield/short hood strikes
• Therefore, to maintain the same level of safety, the clearance 


zone may be extended to value under this level


Collision statistics for various square bottomed boat tail sizes
windshield and short hood strikes


Source:  NRC results, draft report, Table 12
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Less that than 10% of vehicles would strike 
the boat tail in the windshield area before 
striking the rear of the trailer if the boat tail 
was 121 cm (4 ft) long and had more than 
1 740 mm of ground clearance over the last 
30 cm (1 ft) 


NRC Vehicle Dimension 
Interference Estimates
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Possible Rear Clearance Zone
• To maintain the equivalent level of safety, the clearance zone may be 


extended
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Possible Rear Clearance Zone
• Definition of a rear area : inclined plane
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Potential Options


1  Amend Rear Clearance Zone
 Extend the boat tail clearance without significant safety reduction


2 Exempt boat tails providing certain requirements, 
such as


 Do not carry a load


 Flexible


 Collapsible


 Others…


3 Develop Performance Test
 Test that determines if a boat tail design can be considered a non-


structural protrusion
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Options 1 - Amend Rear Clearance Zone


Advantages 
+ Non complicated option
+ Could harmonize the provincial/territorial and federal requirements
+ No significant reduction in safety
+ Easily enforceable on the road for provinces/territories


Disadvantages
- Products currently available on the market do not in all cases meet 
the clearance zone
- May limit future designs 
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Option 2 - Exempt Boat Tails Meeting 
Defined Requirements


Advantages 
+ Non complicated option
+ Could harmonize the provincial/territorial and federal requirements
+ Products currently available on the market would meet the criteria


Disadvantages
- Need to agree on requirements (enforcement feasibility)
- Safety risk unknown for new designs
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Option 3 - Develop Performance Test


Advantages 
+ Not design restrictive


Disadvantages
- Significant cost and time to develop and produce a repeatable test
- High compliance testing cost
- Not enforceable on the road for provinces/territories
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Stakeholder Position – ATD Suggestion


Over short term, exempt “non-rigid” boat tails that are 
flexible and collapsible
- Deflect, deform or collapse under a force of 175 lbf 
- Up to 5ft in length 
- Permit for the entire height of the trailer


Proposed clearance zone would apply to “rigid” boat tails


Over longer term, performance requirements for all boat 
tails
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Final Thoughts


 Expect a growing demand for fuel saving technologies 
such as boat tails


 Boat tails provide significant positive environmental 
benefits by reducing drag coefficient


 CMVSS 223 was developed before boat tails were 
introduced, thus they were not considered at that time


 No real world data showing that boat tails will increase 
risk of vehicle occupant injury








"The Safer‐Trailer Company"


Wolf Trailer Company, Inc


www.wolftrailer.com


Improving the Safety and Productivity of 
Truck-Trailer Combinations by means of 


Roll Coupling


Presentation to Task Force on Vehicle Weights and Dimensions Policy
November 2010


Presentation Objectives


Wolf Trailer "The Safer‐Trailer Company"


Relate safety concerns associated with non-
roll coupled configurations


Update the committee on project progress







Safety Concerns: non‐roll coupled trailers 


Wolf Trailer "The Safer‐Trailer Company"


John Pearson,1996, “Performance Based Truck Size and Weight Regulations: A Layman’s Guide”


Safety Concerns: Ontario (MTO) Study


Wolf Trailer "The Safer‐Trailer Company"


* Graph indicates collisions on all highways.


• Eight years of Ontario tractor-trailer collisions were closely examined.


• This involved 29,340 tractor-trailer collisions which occurred between 
1995 – 2002 on provincial highways.







Safety Concerns: Ontario (MTO) Study 
development: design


Wolf Trailer "The Safer‐Trailer Company"


Class Collisions/MVKT One Collision per:


2 axle semi 0.45 2,200,000 km


3 axle semi 0.60 1,700,000 km


4 axle semi 0.66 1,500,000 km


5+ axle semi 1.03 1,000,000 km


A-train 1.33 750,000 km


B-train 0.36 2,800,000 km


Total 0.51 2,000,000 km


Rates of Collisions


Safety Concerns: reduced productivity


Wolf Trailer "The Safer‐Trailer Company"


MOU: trailer weights are reduced by regulation to 
discourage use and /or to bring these configurations into 
range of acceptable dynamic performance


Pony Trailer


Full Trailer







Safety Concerns: UMTRI training video


Wolf Trailer "The Safer‐Trailer Company"


Safety Concerns: non‐roll coupled trailer


Wolf Trailer "The Safer‐Trailer Company"







Importance of LTR performance measure


Wolf Trailer "The Safer‐Trailer Company"


Preliminary vehicle dynamic assessment*


Wolf Trailer "The Safer‐Trailer Company"


* FP Innovations using computer simulation







R&D Program: goals


Wolf Trailer "The Safer‐Trailer Company"


• PRODUCTIVITY – 2+ tonnes more payload on trailer 


• SAFETY - improved overall vehicle stability


• ENVIRONMENT – reduced GHGs & fuel consumption


R&D Program: basic premise


Wolf Trailer "The Safer‐Trailer Company"


LTR can be reduced to acceptable levels by roll-coupling 
the truck and trailer together; however, the traditional pintle 
hitch arrangement does not provide roll-coupling.







R&D Program: steps to completion


Wolf Trailer "The Safer‐Trailer Company"


• FP Innovations & Wolf Trailer present concept to National 
Task Force on Heavy Vehicle Weights and Dimensions 
Policy (2007).


• BC government (CVSE) takes lead on behalf of Task 
Force and agrees to host project.


• Multi-phase research plan developed in collaboration 
with CVSE.


• Research, development, and field trials (2008 – 2010).


Product development: design testing


Wolf Trailer "The Safer‐Trailer Company"


Pre-installation testing of drawbar and hitch assembly 







Product development: rollover evaluations


Wolf Trailer "The Safer‐Trailer Company"


Tilt table testing to validate computer
modelling predictions. 
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R&D Program: test results


Wolf Trailer "The Safer‐Trailer Company"


Roll coupling reduces roll unit LTR


FP Innovations Vehicle Stability Testing – Pony Trailer







R&D Program: test results


Wolf Trailer "The Safer‐Trailer Company"
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FP Innovations Vehicle Stability Testing – Full Trailer


Roll coupling reduces roll unit LTR


R&D Program: full‐trailer field trials


Wolf Trailer "The Safer‐Trailer Company"







R&D Program: pony trailer field trials


Wolf Trailer "The Safer‐Trailer Company"


R&D Program: field trial results


Wolf Trailer "The Safer‐Trailer Company"


 Driver feedback (both configurations):
– Were easy to connect / disconnect
– Felt to be much more stable on the road
– Provided driver with feedback from trailer
– Had a tighter hitch connection with less “jarring”


impacts
– Handled more like a 5th wheel hitch than a pintle hitch


 No operational or maintenance issues were 
found







R&D Program: accomplishments


Wolf Trailer "The Safer‐Trailer Company"


Current Status


Wolf Trailer "The Safer‐Trailer Company"


Four Western provinces met in September to consider a harmonized
approach for regulating this technology.


BC-hosted research essentially completed for full-trailers and pony-trailers.


BC approves weight increases for roll coupled pony-trailers (July 2010).


Final report for full-trailers submitted to BC government. 


Saskatchewan government offers pilot program for tridem drives to tow trailers.







Conclusions


Wolf Trailer "The Safer‐Trailer Company"


Roll coupling technology now makes it possible
for these truck/trailer combinations to meet 


the LTR performance standard while,
at the same time, being more productive. 


Ongoing Work and Next Steps


Wolf Trailer "The Safer‐Trailer Company"


Continue to support carriers wishing to participate in Saskatchewan
tridem drive truck/roll coupled trailer pilot study. 


Support initiatives to implement roll coupling in other provincial jurisdictions.


Explore the possibility of applying the technology to A-train configurations.


Ongoing collaboration with Western Provinces to develop a definition
of roll coupling such that it can be added to the reference section of


the MOU; this can then be used as the default reference for
provinces to issue permits.
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Background
State of the Forest Sector
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The Canadian Forest Sector is 
evolving; due to many factors


 changing land-use policies
– environmental


– encroachment (from other users)


 rising Canadian dollar


 competition for labour and materials


 overseas competition
– lower cost producers


– faster growth rates


 market decline
– US housing market collapse


– evolving paper needs


US Monthly Housing Starts
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These factors have led to:
– Mill closures and shutdowns


– Limited cash-on-hand to respond to these 
issues


In response, the Alberta Government created 
the Forest Industry Competitiveness Project 
(FISC) to:


– Improve Alberta’s forest business model


– Enhancing industry competitiveness


– Improving delivery of policy


Transportation is a main FISC focus
– Alberta has very long transport distances 


compared to other jurisdictions


– 25% transportation cost increase since 2004


Background
Alberta Response
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Transportation Committee
Mandate
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Based upon the FISC recommendations, a 
Transportation Committee was created. It was:


to include government & industry representatives


tasked with a mandate including:
– Infrastructure planning


– Supporting industry’s self-regulated monitoring 
systems


– Mountain Pine Beetle infestation issues
• Drier logs = lower density = lower payload = lower pay


– An increased winter weights program for log, chip & 
hog fuel


– Supporting innovation in transportation


Transportation
Committee


Industry


Transportation Committee
Makeup of Committee
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10-axle B-train:
10 tonne (25%+) 
payload increase


8-axle tractor/semi-trailer:
7 tonne payload increase for
summer operation


Accomplishments
New Configurations
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Increased weights + good dynamic performance =
increased safety + increased fuel efficiency + decreased GHG


Accomplishments
GVW Improvements


Existing Alberta Winter Weights program
– is a permit based system


– recognizes that winter (frozen) roads are much stronger than in summer, 
and can thus carry heavier loads


– is for log trucks only


Expanded Winter Weights program will
– include chip & hog fuel trucks


– evaluate whether additional weight increases may be possible for log 
trucks


It must not compromise public safety
– evaluates configurations against existing TAC performance measures
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Accomplishments
GVW Improvements – Methodology


– FPInnovations evaluated configurations using UMTRI Yaw/Roll model


– Each configuration examined at worst-case conditions:
• maximum (practical) load height


• minimum load density (to reach target GVW)


• Using an expected load profile, as to not exceed axle group weights


– Initial simulations conducted at GVW’s using (bridge and road impact 
limited) axle group maximum weights


• Tandem group – (up to) 22 tonnes


• Tridem group – (up to) 27 tonnes


– If performance was not acceptable, weights were decreased, & the
configuration re-evaluated (until performance deemed acceptable)


Factors examined included:
– Summer vs. winter weights


– Axle track width (8.5ft to 10 ft)


– Bunk width (8.5 ft to 10 ft)
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Tandem drive/ 
tandem jeep/ tridem 
semi-trailer


Tandem drive/ 
tandem jeep/ tridem 
pole trailer


Tridem drive tractor/ 
quadaxle semi-trailer


9.074.0


4.069.0


3.068.0


Payload 
Increase


GCWConfiguration


• Number of configurations analyzed to date: 13
• Average payload capacity increase: 10%
• Estimated Fuel Consumption/GHG reduction: 5%-6%


Accomplishments
GVW Improvements - Results to date
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9.788.010-axle B-train


7.779.09-axle B-train


(tridem drive)


6.577.09-axle B-train


(tandem drive)


11.076.08-axle B-train 
(tridem drive)


9.074.08-axle B-train 
(tandem drive)


Payload 
Increase


GCWConfiguration


Accomplishments
GVW Improvements - Results to date B-trains (Winter Weights)
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14.878.310-axle B-train


7.871.39-axle B-train


(tridem drive)


7.070.59-axle B-train


(tandem drive)


Payload 
Increase


GCWConfiguration


Accomplishments
GVW Improvements – Results to date B-trains (Summer Weights)
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Accomplishments
GVW Improvements – Cost Benefit
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 Recommended weight increases were presented to 
the committee and Alberta Transportation for review


 Alberta Transportation used these results to develop 
the 2009-2010 Winter Weight permits


 Not all carriers were able to take advantage of the 
increased Winter Weight allowances
– Maximum bridge capacity was main limiting factor
– Especially with the larger 9- and 10-axle b-trains
– Alberta Transportation is initiating a program to evaluate 


potential upgrades to the most problematic bridges


 Further configurations are being evaluated for the 
2010-2011 Winter Haul season


Accomplishments
Implementation of Results
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8-axle tridem drive tractor/ quad-axle semi-
trailer (new design)


7-axle B-train


7-axle tandem drive tractor/ tandem 
jeep/ tandem pole trailer


Ongoing Work
Further GVW Improvements
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8-axle tridem drive J-train (single jeep)


9-axle tridem drive J-train (tandem jeep)


8-axle reverse B-train


6-axle tractor/ semitrailer (walking floor design)


Ongoing Work
Further GVW Improvements
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14 m Inter-city Coaches


Task Force on Vehicle Weights & Dimensions Policy
Government-Industry Meeting


November 22, 2010


Motor Coach Canada
• National trade association representing 130 bus 


companies and 95 motor coach tour operators
• Motor coach operators provide charter, shuttle, 


commuter, transit, contract and scheduled line run 
services


• The only passenger mode that serves over 3,000 rural 
communities in addition to the major centers 


• Unlike transit and passenger rail we are not subsidized 
and our taxes and permits pay for our use of the highway 
infrastructure 


• Canada is home to the two largest motor coach 
manufacturers in Canada and the United States. 
Prevost coaches built in Quebec and MCI coaches built 
in Winnipeg have supplied over 80% of the coaches 
operated today in Canada and the US







MOU “Category 8” - Inter-city 14 m Bus


Concern!


Concern!


Concern!


Concern!


Concern!


Concern!


Concern!


Concern!


Typical 14 m Inter-city Coach


Single (Drive) Axle


With Dual Tires
Single Axle, Single Tires


Size 315 R22.5
Front Axle Tire Size 315 R22.5


MGAWR: Approx. 7,000 – 7,500 kg 
MGAWR Approx. 7,000 – 7,500 kg







Coaches are getting heavier


• Emission abatement 


• Wheelchair lifts


• On-board amenities –
galleys, washrooms, 
entertainment systems


• Passengers getting bigger


• Accessibility devices 
(motorized chairs and 
scooters) 


• Three point seat belts


• Safety improvements –
ABS, ESC, fire suppression, 
fire hardening/retardant


Operating Weights


• Tare weight – 16,000 kg  to 17,900 kg  
• Typical MGVWR - 22,000 kg – 25,000 kg
• Payload Weight (@ 75 kg/passenger plus 


16 kg/passenger luggage) = 5,100 kg for 
56 passenger coach, 7,371 kg for 81 
passenger double-decker


• Fully loaded, GVW’s can range from 21,200 kg 
(56 passenger coach) to 24,300 kg (81 
passenger double-decker) 







MOU Weight Limits 


• MOU allows only 20,900 kg GVW (three axles, 8 
tires)


• MOU allows only 9,100 kg on drive axle 
• MOU (2:1 ratio) allows only 13,650 kg on drive 


axle / tag axle group


Virtually every fully loaded motor coach in 
Canada and those visiting Canada from 
the USA exceed these weights by a 
significant margin. 





